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Eric Kramer at The Popcorn Cart store in South Barrington.

Sharing Sweet Memories

L

AN OLD-FASHIONED CANDY STORE IS
A THROWBACK TO SIMPLER TIMES

ONG GONE are the penny candy stores

you make something that you created on your own,

of Eric Kramer’s childhood, but the

and people taste it and say it’s really good.”

memories stayed. The excitement of dig-

The Popcorn Cart carries homemade, gourmet

ging into bins of candies with kid-sized scoopers

popcorn in traditional flavors like buttered, cara-

and bringing it home in a paper bag inspired him

mel, and cheddar cheese; trendy varieties, such as

to open The Popcorn Cart and bring that experi-

grape, dill pickle, and bacon cheddar; premium

ence back to kids, adults who are kids at heart, and

blends like Puppy Chow (a mix of caramel, choco-

the snack loving public.

late, peanut butter, vanilla, pretzels, and Chex

Located at The Arboretum of South Barrington,

cereal); original flavors created by Kramer; and

The Popcorn Cart is reminiscent of simpler times.

custom flavors based on requests from customers.

Kramer sets the mood with swing music and rock

In all, Kramer has 200 to 250 popcorn recipes to

‘n’ roll tunes from the 1940s and 1950s. He holds

choose from and rotates between 20 and 25 variet-

off on baking until store hours, when customers are

ies a month.

there to smell it. “I always wanted to open a store

Kramer offers unique fudge with traditional,

like this for kids,” Kramer says. “It’s a lot of fun when

original, and whimsical flavors; macaroons made
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by French bakers in New York City; more than 70 types of rare, specialty
soda pops in old-fashioned bottles, some with laughter-inducing, silly
names for flavors; a huge selection of bulk candy from the present and
the past; 15 flavors of cotton candy, made on the premises; 19 flavors of
snow cones; and bubble tea and coffee.
“Sales of cotton candy and snow cones come in waves,” Kramer says.
“Who do you think buys it? It’s the adults, not the kids. It’s nostalgic.”
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versaries. There are goodie bags and party favors; made-to-order care
packages for college students with popcorn in school colors packaged
in tins with college logos on them; and catering.
“This August we are catering two weddings with popcorn bars,”
Kramer says. “We can man it, or drop it off. You choose the flavors. You
can also add fudge and other snacks.” Kramer also plans on selling the
popcorn and cotton candy at festivals. In the future, he has his sights set
on the popcorn being sold in bags at grocery stores.
A former computer programmer and manager for almost 30 years,
Kramer grew tired of the corporate life and became an entrepreneur
after his wife Jina did some research and developed the concept for
the store. “My wife did a pitch to my sister, Cyndi, and that’s how we
became a mom, pop, and sis shop.” His nephew Patrick is the assistant
store manager.
Kramer hopes The Popcorn Cart makes a lasting impression on
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customers, like the penny candy stores did for him, so many years ago.
The Popcorn Cart is located at The Arboretum of South Barrington,
100 W. Higgins Road, Suite L-90. Store hours are Mondays through
Thursdays, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Fridays and Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
and Sundays, noon to 6 p.m.
Melanie Kalmar is a freelance writer specializing in business and human
interest features. When she’s not writing, she enjoys spending time with
her family.
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